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Attract more, earn more 



















 We boost your attractiveness with comprehensive management and ultra-sharp 8K videos. Because attracting more means earning more. Discover how we propel your business to new heights. 
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Supercharge Your Brand
 





 





















I want more customers
 
















Because your success is our priority, we take care of your communication in its entirety. Just focus on what interests you; your business. We take care of the rest! From managing your website, to managing your social networks or creating campaigns, Duplex38 takes care of it. Winning customers has never been so simple. 





> Read more 











I want the best video
 
















Seeking visibility? Let’s go further and redefine together what it means to be visible. With our RED Raptor 8K-S35 camera, our team creates for you 8K videos of exceptional quality. In a world where visibility is essential, standing out becomes paramount. So, why settle for the ordinary? Opt for the extraordinary with a cinematic video production for your business. 





> Read more 
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Choose Visual  Excellence 
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150 FPS 
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200 FPS 
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300 FPS 
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600 FPS 
























 










The projects that  Trust us! 
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This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. 
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